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When people speak of Sony the first thing to come to mind is sound quality and perhaps the best in
the arena within the reasonable price range, if BOSE is considered too highly priced. However, most
are not aware of Sonyâ€™s uniqueness associated with laptops and it is through their Vaio models that
Sony can catch attention of the market. At present what makes a consumer inclined towards any
laptop is its distinctive look and Sony Vaio F series has that in full. The 16-inch multimedia Vaio F
series of Sony is configured with VPC-F236FM/B.

Throwing light on the disadvantage of Sony Vaio F Series means to say about its odd size. It is
neither to big to be used in place of a desktop nor to small to place it on the lap. Otherwise, the
features of Sony Vaio F series is quite well to do and may even make you start loving it for the
movie and gaming options included in it. Perhaps the F series is a symbolism of the fully loaded
features.

To consider the look it can be stated to be a unique one with its sharp features at the edges and
raised area for wrist relaxing. On grounds of these features the HP Envy 15, is an inch smaller that
has similar external features and is competent to compete Sony Vaio F series more for being in the
same price range. However, Sony Vaio itself being the immediate competitor of Apple has least to
worry about the others for it can attract consumers by its beautiful polish and great finish.

Working with a Core i7 Intel processor this laptop is far more advanced than many other models in
the market. The Nvidia GeForce supported graphics is best for high definition games and gives a
good picture when movies are played on this diagonally 16-inch screen. The best part of this laptop
rests with the RAM and Hard drive, which are 8GB and 640GB respectively, specifications much
higher than commonly found systems. However, it has one more disadvantage for its battery life is
too weak compared to others.

Sony laptops are uniquely designed and Vaio F series is a class apart altogether with its exciting
physical features as well as developed specifications. Once you are okay with the size of this laptop
this can prove to be your best laptop for your movie watching and gaming needs.
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